
 

   
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 
Pía Cruzalegui to Exhibit at Sullivan Galleries in the first Low Residency MFA Show by the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago 
 
CHICAGO, IL - July 11, 2016 - Pía Cruzalegui announces her participation in a group exhibition at Sullivan Galleries 
in the first Low Residency MFA Show led by writer, artist and activist Mr. Gregg Bordowitz. The location for the show 
is 33 S State St. -Floor 7, Chicago, IL 60603. The gallery’s phone number is (312) 629-6635 and the show will run 
from July 14 through July 31, 2016. 
 
Pía Cruzalegui’s video art work goes beyond the issue or the structure of the story. A video work asks people to 
commit to time, and to experience reality in a different form, time or space. Given that one of the main features of 
video work is image overlay, time offers different possibilities and generates a strategy that allows us to perceive time 
poetically and pose a question of how we may relate to it. 
 
She is attentive to the times she lives in. These are times of extreme acceleration, where images from daily activities 
and life experiences seem to flow at high speeds; and she can’t help but illustrate the world. In producing her work, 
she uses images that remain linked to the past, therefore she manages to create, observe, and deconstruct images, 
naturally.  
 
About Pía Cruzalegui: 
Pía Cruzalegui is a Peruvian artist receiving a Masters of Fine Arts from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago this 
summer. Her work is exhibited internationally including Museo de Santo Domingo – Qorikancha, Cusco, Peru and Art 
Basel Miami, Florida. Cruzalegui conducts curatorial projects showcasing emerging local and international artists and 
developed the New Media and Performance Art Room during her fifteen-month residency at the Zhou B. Art Center 
and presently directs UnLock Hause and the Twisted Oyster Film Festival. 
 
Contact Information: 
Website: http://piacruzaleguiart.com  
Email: piacruzalegui@gmail.com  
Phone: 305-761-8921  


